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The Mobile MPO held a public meeting for the Draft 25 year Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) this past Wednesday and a stakeholder
meeting was held to discuss rural transportation in Mobile County See MPO Updates. Washington is gearing up for a new Transportation
Funding Bill see Legislative Updates. Will Amtrak return to the Alabama Coast? see In the News.

Check out ALGO Traffic before you travel!

www.mobilempo.org

Check us out on FACEBOOK

SARPC Transportation Video, this is what we do HERE
Want to know what other SARPC departments do?
Planning and Community Development
Area Agency on Aging
Employment and Economic Development
Anthony Johnson, Monica Williamson, Tom Piper, and Kevin Harrison, PTP

Mobile MPO Updates
Mobile MPO Policy Committee Meeting
Last week the Mobile MPO Policy Committee met. The Technical Coordinating Committee and Citizen’s Advisory Committee (TCC/CAC)
Bylaws and committee composition were amended. If you are a MPO Member, or an agency on the TCC/CAC, please take time to
review the Bylaws and who sits on the committee.

http://www.mobilempo.org
transportation@sarpc.org Other items on the agenda of the MPO included a couple of cost increases in the Transportation Improvement Program. The cost
increases are for the following projects:
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·

CN 100049566 Replace Bridge Westbound Over Tensaw –Spanish River from $ 24,841,688 to $35,165,857, funded with
Federal Bridge Funds,

·

CN 100060154 SR 158 Extension Lott Road Overpass and Jug Handle from $20,000,000 to $25,161,677 funded with National
Highway Funds.

The two ATRIPII awards were added to the TIP:
•

CN Phase 1 to Widen AL-158 from 2 Lanes to 4 Lanes from Mile Post 7.75 to Spartan Drive in City of Saraland $4,741,885.95

•

CN Intersection Improvements, Including Adding Roundabout at SR-188 and Irvington Bayou La Batre Highway Target Start
Date : 1/1/2020 Engineers Estimate : $246,923.00 City of Bayou La Batre

•

Also on the Agenda was a STP Attributable realignment. Additional lanes on Zeigler Blvd from Forest Hill to Athey has had a recent
cost increase from $17,650,000 to $20,812,530, leaving the STP Attributable schedule out of balance. Additional lanes on Three
Notch Road from Schillinger Road to McDonald Road was moved out from FY 2023 to FY 2024.

•

100052463 (UT) Three Notch Road, Schillinger Rd to McDonald Rd (Additional Lanes)
o Originally scheduled in 2022, now scheduled in 2024
100052464 (CN) Three Notch Road, Schillinger Rd to McDonald Rd (Additional Lanes)
o Originally scheduled in 2023, now scheduled in 2024
Projects of the Congestion Management Process 2020-2023
o Government Street CMP Corridor, FY 2020
$625,000
o Airport Blvd, Hillcrest Rd to Cody Rd, FY 2021
$625,000
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•

o University / Old Shell Road Corridor, FY 2022
$625,000
o Moffett Road Corridor, FY 2023 $625,000
There was also a discussion of the possibility to allow CMP projects more than one year $500,000 (fed) CMP Allocation; specifically
Government Street downtown.

There was a discussion on the Envision 2045, the 25 year Long Range Transportation Plan. ALL federally funded transportation projects
must be derived from this plan. It is updated every five years, and must be fiscally constrained, meaning the federally funding must be
identified for the each project in the Plan. Currently, the I-10 Mobile River Bridge is not in the fiscally constrained Plan. There was also a
short presentation by Kevin Spriggs with the Common Sense Campaign on a Coastal Alabama Consensus Plan for a four lane Mobile River
Bridge and Expressway.

Envision2045
Invest in your transportation Future
Mobile, AL Metropolitan Area Long Range Transportation Plan

https://www.envision2045.org/public-involvement.html

The Mobile Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) is currently updating its Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) for the Mobile
Urban Area and is seeking public input.
LRTPs are multimodal plans that set priorities for spending federal funds on transportation projects in the Mobile Urban Area over the next
25 years. These projects include improvements to highways, roads, bridges, transit facilities and service, bicycle and pedestrian routes, and
related enhancements.
A public input meeting was held this past Wednesday, January 29th from 4:00 pm to 6:30 pm, providing the public a chance to provide
input on the draft LRTP for year 2045.
Participation and input is encouraged from the community. If you would like a chance to comment, you may send your comments to
transportation@sarpc.org.
More information on the new plan can be found at https://www.envision2045.org/ or by contacting Kevin Harrison, Director of
Transportation, SARPC, at (251)433-6541 or kharrison@sarpc.org.
Envision2045 is multi-modal in scope, encompassing long-range plans for highway, public transportation, and bicycle and pedestrian
networks. Regional growth, economic development, and accessibility within the study area along with environmental concerns
necessitate that the long-range plan addresses not only improved vehicular travel but also improvements to alternative modes.
Preservation of the existing transportation system coupled with enhancement of all modal choices will contribute to the improvement
of the overall quality of life in the region.
The South Alabama Regional Planning Commission(SARPC) invites decision makers, stakeholders, and members of the general public to
participate in the development of the plan. SARPC is seeking feedback on transportation major infrastructure projects, initiatives and
policies. Transportation priorities such as congestion, freight, transit, roadways, bicycle and pedestrian, and other transportation modes
will be addressed in the 2045 Long Range Transportation Plan. There will be a public meeting on the Draft Plan on January 29th in the
SARPC Board from 4:00- 6:30.
Your comments help SARPC’s planners to develop a wide-ranging, action-oriented transportation plan. The Envision2045 plan being
developed will also serve as a basis for allocating limited federal money aimed at roadways, bridges, and public transportation
facilities. The comment period on the early participation online survey is closed; however, there will be several more opportunities for
the public to comment on the plan in the near future.

Results from the Survey conducted online from September 2019 to October 2019 can be found in the
following document: Mobile Urban Area 2045 Long Range Transportation Plan Survey Report.
Click HERE for Full Results.
The final LRTP document is expected to be complete by March 2020. The current version can be viewed at
http://www.mobilempo.org/…/Destination2040/FINALDOCUMENT.pdf.

Mobile MPO Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committee (BPAC) Meeting
The Mobile MPO BPAC met last week to discuss bicycle and pedestrian issues throughout Mobile County. The agenda included the
election of Chair and Vice-Chair – Mr. John Blanton was elected Chairman and Ms. Carol Hunter was elected Vice-Chairwoman. We would
like to thank these kind folks for their continued guidance and support.
There was an update on the Bike/Ped section of the MPO’s 2045 Long Range Transportation Plan and a review of upcoming road projects
for inclusion of bicycle and pedestrian facilities. There was also a brief discussion on acquiring recent crash data involving cyclists and
pedestrians. There was also an update on the Coastal Alabama Livable Communities Coalition’s Bicycle Safety Training for Law
Enforcement Officers.

The MOBILE AREA TRANSIT SYSTEM FEASIBILITY STUDY is underway

Over the years, the viability of transit in the underserved segments of Mobile County has been an important task to consider. The ability
to connect those populations with daily needs and employment could be an important step in improving the quality of life for residents.

Recent advancements in technology have given rise to new transit opportunities, and the Mobile Metropolitan Planning Organization /

South Alabama Regional Planning Commission are currently engaged in studying the feasibility of a demand response transit model for our

County. The demand response transit model uses a technology system to connect those in need of a ride with the provider based on the
most efficient route and timing of other riders as well.
An important step in determining the feasibility of such a system includes talking with important stakeholders in the county. To future
these efforts, a stakeholder roundtable meeting was held earlier this week. It is our hope that participating in this roundtable will help our
consulting group gather information on the populations in need of improved transit access in Mobile County.
In August of 2019, a consultant selection committee selected VIA Mobility to perform the study. VIA Mobility has partnered with local
group Goodwin, Mills, and Cawood as a sub consultant. HERE is Via’s presentation from the kick-off.

Envision2045
Invest in your transportation Future
Mobile, AL Metropolitan Area Long Range Transportation Plan

https://www.envision2045.org/public-involvement.html

Envision2045 is multi-modal in scope, encompassing long-range plans for highway, public transportation, and bicycle and pedestrian
networks. Regional growth, economic development, and accessibility within the study area along with environmental concerns
necessitate that the long-range plan addresses not only improved vehicular travel but also improvements to alternative modes.
Preservation of the existing transportation system coupled with enhancement of all modal choices will contribute to the improvement
of the overall quality of life in the region.
The South Alabama Regional Planning Commission(SARPC) invites decision makers, stakeholders, and members of the general public to
participate in the development of the plan. SARPC is seeking feedback on transportation major infrastructure projects, initiatives and
policies. Transportation priorities such as congestion, freight, transit, roadways, bicycle and pedestrian, and other transportation modes
will be addressed in the 2045 Long Range Transportation Plan. There will be a public meeting on the Draft Plan on January 29th in the
SARPC Board from 4:00- 6:30.
Your comments help SARPC’s planners to develop a wide-ranging, action-oriented transportation plan. The Envision2045 plan being
developed will also serve as a basis for allocating limited federal money aimed at roadways, bridges, and public transportation
facilities. The comment period on the early participation online survey is closed; however, there will be several more opportunities for
the public to comment on the plan in the near future.
Please contact Kevin Harrison at kharrison@sarpc.org with any questions or requests for further information.

Results from the Survey conducted online from September 2019 to October 2019 can be found in the
following document: Mobile Urban Area 2045 Long Range Transportation Plan Survey Report.
Click HERE for Full Results.

FREIGHT DATA
APM Terminals has provided us with their fourth quarterly survey report. Just as last quarter, for two days APM Terminals had on-board
tablets for drivers to answer a series of questions in terms of where they came from and where they are going. APM Terminals will
continue to gather this information quarterly for our benefit of validating truck data for the travel demand forecasting model.

FY 2020-2023 TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM (TIP) NOW ONLINE
The TIP represents a four year program (2020-2023) for improvements in the various transportation systems located within the Mobile
study area as identified in the Mobile MPO’s Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP), the twenty-five year plan for the Mobile Urban area
Destination 2040. The LRTP establishes the transportation programs that are needed to meet travel demand by the study year and study
area. LRTP projects that become funded are moved into the TIP and submitted to the Alabama Department of Transportation (ALDOT),
where they are programmed into the State Transportation Improvement Program (STIP). For MPO projects, TIP project selection is based
on priorities established by MPO member governments and the availability of funds through the Surface Transportation Attributable
program. For other projects, ALDOT has discretion of project funding based on availability of funds from various types of funding
categories. Most often, projects in the TIP are derived from the LRTP. The TIP guides ALDOT in its annual allocation of funds for
transportation improvements and becomes a part of the STIP.
ArcGIS Online is now being utilized by MPO staff to map all federally funded surface transportation projects within our area. Check it out
HERE.

Mobile River Bridge and Bayway Project:
http://mobileriverbridge.com/

About the project:
The Mobile River Bridge and Bayway project would reduce congestion on I-10 in South Alabama through the addition of additional
capacity: a new six-lane bridge over the Mobile River, full replacement of the existing Bayway with an eight-lane structure, and
redevelopment of seven interchanges. The project would run from Virginia Street in Mobile to the US 90/98 interchange in Baldwin
County. Information in the project is available at www.MobileRiverBridge.com.

On August 28, 2019 the Alabama Department of Transportation ceased project development
efforts on the proposed Mobile River Bridge & Bayway.

Recent Scheduling Changes This Week for Mobile
The target start date, plan status, or project engineers estimated amount has changed for the following:
Project : 100071431 Federal aid number : 99-509-491-193-003 County : MOBILE Scope : MC
Project Description : BRIDGE PAINTING SR-193 NBL (BIN# 013063) OVER CSX RR
Urban Area : 067 MOBILE
Target Start Date : 6/26/2020

Engineers Estimate : $300,000.00
Project : 100069170 ( CN )
Federal aid number : IM I065 (508)
County : MOBILE
Project Description : RESURFACING ON I-65 FROM I-10 TO MAIN STREET AND STRIPING MODIFICATIONS ON I-10 EASTBOUND AT I-65 INTERCHANGE
Old Engineers Estimate : $3,353,200.00
New Engineers Estimate : $6,426,658.94
Project : 100069442 ( CN )
Federal aid number : NH 0042 (538)
County : MOBILE
Project Description : INSTALLATION OF NEW GENERATOR TO REPLACE EXISTING GENERATOR FOR BANKHEAD TUNNEL AND ITS DEVICES
Old Target start date : February 28, 2020
New Target start date : April 03, 2020
Project : 100052449 ( UT )
Federal aid number : STPMB 7612 (600)
County : MOBILE
Project Description : MCDONALD ROAD (CR-39) ADDITIONAL LANES FROM NORTH OF I-10 TO OLD PASCAGOULA ROAD.
Old Target start date : April 01, 2020
New Target start date : January 01, 2021
Project : 100052450 ( CN )
Federal aid number : STPMB 7612 (600)
County : MOBILE
Project Description : MCDONALD ROAD (CR-39) ADDITIONAL LANES FROM NORTH OF I-10 TO OLD PASCAGOULA ROAD.
Old Target start date : November 06, 2020
New Target start date : January 28, 2022

Project : 100069170 ( CN )
Federal aid number : IM I065 (508)
County : MOBILE
Project Description : RESURFACING ON I-65 FROM I-10 TO MAIN STREET AND STRIPING MODIFICATIONS ON I-10 EASTBOUND AT I-65
INTERCHANGE
Old Target start date : April 24, 2020
New Target start date : April 03, 2020

South Alabama RPO Updates
Coordinated Human Services Transportation Plan Update
The South Alabama Regional Planning Commission (SARPC) is updating the Human Services Coordinated Transportation Plan which
details which projects are eligible for Federal Transit Administration dollars for Elderly and Disabled (5310), Job Access and Reverse
Commute projects (5316) or those transit projects that go above and beyond the requirements of ADA (5317).
If you are interested in, utilize, or provide transit, or would like to apply for federal transit dollars for special needs transit services your
organization needs to be involved in this process.
SARPC staff will be holding public meetings to explain the plan, solicit input, and review the FTA 5310 application process in the coming
weeks.
If you would like to comment on the plan or have any questions please contact the Transportation Planning Department at SARPC at 251433-6541.

Projects in Region Let January 31st, 2020
MOBILE COUNTY
• For constructing the Planing, Resurfacing, Guardrail Installation, and Traffic Stripe on SR-193 from the intersection of SR-163 to
the junction of Higgins Road in Cypress Shores. Length 3.699 mi. The Bracket Estimate on this project is from $1,897,956 to
$2,319,724 .

•

For constructing the Planing, Resurfacing, and Traffic Stripe on SR-188 from the junction of Franklin Road north of Grand Bay to
the junction of Lakeland Drive. Length 4.011 mi. The Bracket Estimate on this project is from $737,958 to $901,948 .

BALDWIN COUNTY
None at this time
ESCAMBIA COUNTY
None at this time

What’s Under Construction? Project Status

Legislative Updates
Congress is in session.

Chairs DeFazio, Pallone, Neal Release $760 Billion Framework to Make Transformative
Infrastructure Investments Across U.S.
January 29, 2020
Washington, DC - Today, the Chairs of three U.S. House Committees released a framework for a five-year, $760 billion investment in
infrastructure that would address some of the country’s most urgent infrastructure needs, from addressing the massive maintenance
backlog, to designing safer streets, to putting the U.S. on a path toward zero emissions from the transportation sector and increasing
resiliency. The framework put forth by Transportation and Infrastructure Committee Chair Peter DeFazio (D-OR), Energy and Commerce
Committee Chair Frank Pallone (D-NJ), and Ways and Means Committee Chair Richard Neal (D-MA) would bolster the Federal role in order
to help communities around the country undertake transformative projects that are smarter, safer, and made to last.
Among other things, the framework outlines major investments, including those in highways, rail, and transit systems, airports, ports and
harbors, wastewater and drinking water infrastructure, brownfields, and broadband.
It’s infrastructure investment that is smarter, safer, and made to last – with a framework that:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Brings existing infrastructure into a state of good repair and enables the completion of critical projects through long-term,
sustainable funding.
Sets a path toward zero carbon pollution from the transportation sector, creating jobs, protecting our natural resources, promoting
environmental justice, and increasing resiliency to climate change.
Ensures a transportation system that is green, affordable, reliable, efficient and provides access to jobs
Provides safe, clean, and affordable water and wastewater services.
Prioritizes the safety of the traveling public.
Helps combat climate change by creating good-paying jobs in clean energy, investing in energy efficiency and reducing greenhouse
gas pollution.
Expands broadband internet access, adoption for unserved and underserved rural, suburban, and urban communities.
Modernizes 9-1-1 public safety networks.
Creates family-wage jobs with Davis-Bacon and other strong worker protections.
Supports U.S. industries, including steel and manufacturing, through strong Buy America protections

“Our country has changed dramatically since the 1950s, yet people and goods are now literally stuck trying to move on transportation
networks first developed nearly 70 years ago. It’s past time for transformational investments to make our infrastructure smarter, safer,
and resilient to climate change, or else we will keep throwing money at an antiquated system that is only holding us and our economy
back,” Chair DeFazio said. “The framework we released today is the launchpad we need to move forward on those transformational
investments and curb carbon pollution. In the coming months, I look forward to continuing our work to make this framework a reality. The
cost of inaction is too great.”
“There is no better way to strengthen our economy for the future than to modernize our badly aging infrastructure. This bold framework
not only helps us rebuild our nation, it also combats climate change by reducing carbon emissions and moving us towards a clean energy
future,” Chairman Pallone said. “It will also create good paying jobs, ensure that no community is left behind in the digital economy and
help protect Americans’ drinking water. These are investments that we must make for the American people, and I look forward to moving
this proposal forward.”
“Due to decades of underfunding and neglect, America’s infrastructure system is falling apart and we’re falling behind our global
competitors. The deficiencies of our roads, bridges, transit, water systems, broadband, and electrical grids hold our nation’s economy
back,” Chairman Neal said. “When we invest in infrastructure, it results in a significant economic multiplier – with each dollar spent, our
nation becomes more competitive and prosperous. Democrats’ new infrastructure framework creates jobs, bolsters American industry,
and builds the smart, safe connections between communities that our country needs to advance.”

Text of the Moving Forward Framework is here.
A Factsheet is here.

Chairman: Democrats won't propose infrastructure funding source without White House agreement
BY NAOMI JAGODA - 01/29/20
A key Democratic committee chairman on Wednesday said that House Democrats aren't going to offer up a revenue source to pay for an
infrastructure package until they have a deal with the White House.
"I think it's really important that we not volunteer a revenue stream until the administration reaches an agreement with us," House Ways
and Means Committee Chairman Richard Neal (D-Mass.) said at a news conference. "And I think that that will provide an opportunity for
Republicans and Democrats, after our committee negotiates with them over what the revenue stream ought to be, to get on with what is
a sorely needed investment in America."
He added that he thinks the best path forward is to reach a bipartisan agreement on how to pay for an infrastructure bill "so there's not
one-upmanship."
House Democrats on Wednesday unveiled a $760 billion infrastructure plan, but didn't specify how they'd pay for the proposal. The Ways
and Means Committee held a hearing Wednesday afternoon to discuss infrastructure financing.
Democrats said they want to work with the administration to reach an agreement on infrastructure that can receive bipartisan support,
with Neal saying that he's spoken to Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin about the issue.
But it's unclear if Trump will have much of an appetite to work with Democrats on legislation this year. A meeting between congressional
Democrats and Trump in May was abruptly cut short when the president expressed frustrations over Democrats' investigations of him.
Neal also suggested that congressional scorekeepers use "dynamic scoring," taking economic effects into account, when they issue a
revenue estimate of an infrastructure measure. Dynamic scoring has often been championed in the past by Republicans when they have
pursued tax cuts that they argue will boost the economy.
"You want a bump in economic growth; it will come from infrastructure investment," Neal said.
During Wednesday's hearing, Neal spoke about his support for infrastructure and economic-development financing tools such as taxpreferred bonds, the new markets tax credit and the low income housing tax credit.
The top Republican on the Ways and Means Committee, Rep. Kevin Brady (R-Texas), warned against raising taxes to pay for infrastructure.
He hoped that Democrats and Republicans could pursue policies designed to encourage more private capital to be invested in
infrastructure, such as creating opportunity zones for infrastructure or redesigning private-activity bonds.
"We need infrastructure, not tax increases on the American people or job-creating businesses," Brady said. "Proposals calling for the latter
jeopardize any chance of attaining the former."

Senators urge USDOT to take into consideration rural infrastructure priorities
BY MELINA DRUGA | JANUARY 28, 2020
U.S. Sens. Amy Klobuchar (D-MN) and Tina Smith (D-MN) recently sent a letter to the Transportation Secretary Elaine Chao, urging the
rural infrastructure priorities to be included in the Rural Opportunities to Use Transportation for Economic Success initiative.

Constituents have voiced the priorities as part of the Rural Opportunities to Use Transportation for Economic Success initiative, the
senators said.

Rural Minnesotans expressed five priorities.

More than 16 percent of rural Minnesotans lack access to high-speed internet, according to the Minnesota Department of Employment
and Economic Development. U.S. Department of Transportation policies help streamline broadband deployment and reduce the costs of
building new broadband infrastructure.

Rural communities would benefit from improved rail-freight safety, such as strengthening local bridges and increasing road capacity for
trucks and cargo vehicles.

Approximately 70 percent of rural transit users do not have access to a car or a driver’s license, according to the Minnesota Department
of Transportation, and rely on public transportation, bicycle lanes, or pedestrian walkways.

Roads managed by the Bureau of Indian Affairs need federal funding for safety improvements and maintenance.

The Minnesota Department of Transportation will benefit from additional resources that allow it to help local officials meet initial
regulatory requirements for federal grants

Ways & Means Hearing Tackles Transportation Funding Issues
Sean Kilcarr January 29, 2020
Analyzing the effectiveness of current funding transportation infrastructure investment practices while investigating new methods served
as the focal point for a House of Representatives Committee on Ways and Means hearing on January 29.
[Seen above testifying at the hearing from left to right: Joung Lee, Philip Fischer, Laura Canter, and Diane Gutierrez-Scaccetti. D.J. Gribbin,
missing from the photo, also testified.]
“We all recognize the need to fix our roads, bridges, transit, water systems, and electrical grids,” noted Rep. Richard Neal, D-Mass.,
chairman of the Ways & Means committee, in his opening remarks.
“With that in mind, we will use this hearing to explore how to best direct our federal infrastructure investments to ensure that we invest
wisely,” Rep. Neal said. “We will also discuss ways to build on the federal-state partnership that is the cornerstone of America’s
infrastructure financing system.”
Ranking Member Rep. Kevin Brady, R-Texas, added that America’s infrastructure needs today “are more regional than national in scope”
and thus “different thinking” is required when it comes to redesigning existing public financing to meet that challenges.
“Of course, user fees should remain a key source of financing, but that shouldn’t stop us from thinking creatively on how to meet this
undeniable 21st century challenge,” Rep. Brady said in his remarks.
Diane Gutierrez-Scaccetti, commissioner of the New Jersey Department of Transportation, stressed in her testimony before the committee
that there is “no more important funding decision” than that which involves the nation’s transportation network.
“Not unlike utilities, the transportation network is used every day by everyone, and perhaps the single service each of us takes for granted,”
she said. “Whether it be by car, train, truck, walking, or biking, everything depends on safe and reliable transportation.”
However, Gutierrez-Scaccetti stressed that “when the transportation system fails, our economy is in jeopardy … families are disconnected
and, most importantly, our national defense is compromised.”
And “unpredictable funding” – especially where the federal motor fuels tax is concerned – is generating such failures, she warned.
“Since its inception in 1956, the Highway Trust Fund [HTF] remains the bedrock foundation of a strong federal surface program on which
every state and their local partners rely,” Gutierrez-Scaccetti explained.
“The current cycle of short-term program extensions and continuing resolutions combined with a recurring cash shortfall in the HTF is
unpredictable and grossly inefficient,” she added. “Money is programmed for preliminary design, only to find out that funds will not be
available to go to final design or construction – with shelving the project is the only option.”
Joung Lee, director of policy and government relations for the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials, noted
for example that in 2020 the HTF is expected to bring in $13 billion less than what it spends, with that gap growing to $26 billion by 2030.
“This is not a new situation and Congress has shifted $140 billion from the General Fund over the last 12 years to avoid a massive disruption
to highway and transit programs,” he said in his testimony.
The “primary culprit” Lee noted is that the federal motor fuels tax has not been adjusted since 1993. “As a flat excise tax levied by the
gallon rather than based on retail value like a sales tax, the nominal value of the [fuel] tax has increased by precisely zero percent in the
last 27 years,” he emphasized. “This compares to college tuition which almost quadrupled between 1993 and 2015 or doubling of health
care costs. Even the price of an average new car went up by 51 percent.”
That’s why New Jersey DOT’s Gutierrez-Scaccetti stressed during the question and answer portion of the hearing that increasing and
stabilizing federal funding for transportation investments is critical.

“The single most impactful inefficiency we deal with is the inability for proper planning [because] of not knowing what the next round of
[surface transportation] reauthorization might do or what it may provide in terms of funding,” she pointed out.
Gutierrez-Scaccetti added that alternative financing methods, such as public-private partnerships or P3s, are not always a suitable
replacement for HTF monies.
“If there is not a project-based revenue stream in the form of tolls we see typically on highway P3s, availability payments would have to
be made to the private concessionaire out of the State Transportation Trust Fund,” she noted.
“But that will then limit our ability to carry out the overall state transportation investment program,” she added. “In essence, we would be
sacrificing many necessary projects to support one – the consequence of which is to continue the deterioration of the rest of the system.”
Gutierrez-Scaccetti also emphasized that though New Jersey and other states “do our best to generate revenue for transportation,” even
the sum of state-generated transportation funding “will never be sizeable enough” to address the current infrastructure investment
backlog.
According to U.S. Department of Transportation data, that backlog totals $836 billion in unmet capital investment needs for highways and
bridges alongside a $90 billion backlog for transit capital investment needs.
“We must have access to federal resources in order to keep New Jersey’s portion of our national infrastructure in a state of good repair,”
Diane Gutierrez-Scaccetti said.
“Even just a few pennies a year [in increased federal motor fuel taxes] will have a significant impact on funding growth and help us break
the cycle of uncertainty and underfunding that have inhibited efficient transportation planning and execution,” she added.

Funding Opportunities
Infrastructure For Rebuilding America
U.S. Transportation Secretary Elaine L. Chao Announces Availability of More Than $900
Million for Infrastructure Investments Across America
WASHINGTON – U.S. Department of Transportation (USDOT) Secretary Elaine L. Chao today announced the latest round of the
Infrastructure for Rebuilding America (INFRA) discretionary grant program, which is making available more than $900 million for
American infrastructure investments. The INFRA program is expected to award $906 million to significant projects that support the
Administration’s focus on infrastructure improvements as outlined in the NOFO.
“The Department will invest more than $900 million in major projects that will improve transportation infrastructure, economic
productivity, and quality of life across our nation,” said U.S. Secretary of Transportation Elaine L. Chao.
INFRA advances a grant program established in the FAST Act of 2015 to help rebuild America’s aging infrastructure. INFRA utilizes
selection criteria that promote projects with national and regional economic vitality goals while leveraging non-federal funding to
increase the total investment by state, local, and private partners. The program also incentivizes project sponsors to pursue innovative
strategies, including public-private partnerships. INFRA promotes the incorporation of innovative technology, such as broadband
deployment and intelligent transportation systems, that will improve our transportation system. INFRA will also hold recipients
accountable for their performance in project delivery and operations.
The Department will make awards under the INFRA program to large and small projects. For a large project, the INFRA grant must be at
least $25 million. For a small project, the grant must be at least $5 million. For each fiscal year of INFRA funds, 10 percent of available
funds are reserved for small projects.
The Department will award at least 25 percent of INFRA grant funding to rural projects, which often play a vital role in supporting our
national economic vitality. Addressing the deteriorating conditions and elevated fatality rates on our rural transportation infrastructure
is a key objective of the Department. For rural communities in need of funding for highway and multimodal freight projects with national
or regional economic significance, INFRA is an opportunity to apply directly for financial assistance from the federal government.
INFRA grants may be used to fund a variety of components of an infrastructure project, however, the Department is specifically focused
on projects in which the local sponsor is significantly invested and is positioned to proceed rapidly to construction. Eligible INFRA project
costs may include: reconstruction, rehabilitation, acquisition of property (including land related to the project and improvements to the
land), environmental mitigation, construction contingencies, equipment acquisition, and operational improvements directly related to
system performance.

The NOFO application period will remain open through February 25, 2020. For more information, visit: www.transportation.gov/INFRA.
Updated: Monday, January 13, 2020

Opportunity Zones
EDA's Opportunity Zone Web Page
EDA now has an EDA Opportunity Zone Web page for economic development stakeholders and others to use as a resource to further
help foster job creation and attract private investment to support development in economically distressed areas across the United States.

FTA makes $130M in funding available for bus program
BY MELINA DRUGA | JANUARY 28, 2020 |
The U.S. Department of Transportation’s Federal Transit Administration (FTA) recently made available up to $130 million Low or No
Emission (Low-No) Bus Program competitive grant funds.
The program provides funding for the purchase or lease of low- or no-emission vehicles that use advanced technologies for transit revenue
operations. The program also includes related equipment and facilities.
Eligible applicants include state transportation departments, public transit agencies, and tribes. The FTA will award grants on a competitive
basis.
The FTA will evaluate projects on numerous criteria, including project implementation strategy, project benefits, demonstration of need,
and capacity for implementing the project. The criteria were defined by federal law.
The Notice of Funding Opportunity also included criteria in accordance with the R.O.U.T.E.S. and Accelerating Innovative Mobility initiatives
that apply to rural challenges and innovation.
“The U.S. Department of Transportation is committed to improving safety, rebuilding our transportation infrastructure, and preparing for
the future with new technologies,” FTA Acting Administrator K. Jane Williams said.
The Consolidated Appropriations Act 2020 appropriated $130 million in fiscal year 2020 for Low-No Program grants.
The program received applications from 157 projects during fiscal year 2019 requesting $500 million, and 38 were funded totaling $84.95
million.

Section 5307, 5310, and 5311: Using Non-DOT Funds for Local Match
The Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) Administration for Community Living (ACL) has worked with the National Aging and
Disability Transportation Center to clarify the ability of grantees to use Older Americans Act Title IIIB Supportive Services Funds to match
Federal Transit Administration (FTA) programs. These FTA programs include Urbanized Area Formula Grants (Section 5307), Enhanced
Mobility of Seniors and People with Disabilities (Section 5310), and Formula Grants for Rural Areas (Section 5311). This information has
been publicized HERE

To stay up to date on all of the many grants that are available visit www.grants.gov.

Just For Fun

(THIS IS SATIRE, AND JUST FOR FUN)

Three Years Later, the French Solar Road Is a Total Flop
It's too noisy, falling apart, and doesn't even collect enough solar energy.

•
•
•

The French government invested in building a solar road to a rural town in 2016.
The project has not delivered on its goals, according to French newspaper Le Monde.
Solar streets face significant infrastructure challenges if they want to succeed.

It was a solar experiment that seemed ingenious in its simplicity: fill a road with photovoltaic panels and let them passively soak up the
rays as cars drive harmlessly above. The idea has been tried a few times, notably in rural France in 2016 with what was christened the
"Wattway."
Three years later, even the most optimistic supporters have deemed the Wattway a failure.
The Wattway consists of 2,800 photovoltaic panels lining one kilometer (0.62 miles) on the way to the small northern town of Tourouvreau-Perch in Normandy. At the time of its opening its builder, the construction group Colas, part of telecoms group Bouygues, said that the
solar panels were covered with a resin containing silicon, strong enough to fend off traffic even from 18-wheelers.
"The engineers of this project surely did not think about the tractors that would roll over," Pascal and Eric, two local roofers leaning on the
counter of the Café de Paris, Tourouvre-au-Perche, told the French newspaper Le Monde in 2019. While the resin coating might be strong
enough to keep a big rig from crushing the solar panels, the two said that driving over it generates so much noise that locals required the
road's speed limit to be lowered to 70 km/h, or a paltry 43 mph.
Le Monde describes the road as "pale with its ragged joints," with "solar panels that peel off the road and the many splinters that enamel
resin protecting photovoltaic cells." It's a poor sign for a project that French government invested in to the tune of €5 million, or $5,546,750.
The noise and poor upkeep aren't the only problems facing the Wattway. Through shoddy engineering, the Wattway isn't even generating
the electricity it promised to deliver. In 2016, the builders promised it would power 5,000 households.
There proved to be several problems with this goal. The first was that Normandy is not historically known as a sunny area. At the time, the
region's capital city of Caen only got 44 days of strong sunshine a year, and not much has changed since. Storms have wreaked havoc with
the systems, blowing circuits. But even if the weather was in order, it appears the panels weren't built to capture them efficiently.
“If they really want this to work, they should first stop cars driving on it,” Marc Jedliczka, vice president of the Network for Energetic
Transition (CLER), which promotes renewable energy, told the Eurasia Times.
To power the households, the road was expected to generate 790 kilowatt-hours per day, but that failed. How? It might seem simple, but
solar panels are most efficient when pointed toward the sun. Because the project needed to be a road as well as a solar generator, however,
all of its solar panels are flat. So even within the limited sun of the region, the Wattway was further limiting itself.
Jedliczka says Colas pursued the project too quickly before fully investigating its cost effectiveness.

“It confirms the total absurdity of going all-out for innovation to the detriment of solutions that already exist and are more profitable, such
as solar panels on roofs,” Jedliczka told Le Monde.
For its part, Colas has admitted the project is a bust. “Our system is not mature for inter-urban traffic,” Etienne Gaudin, Colas' chief
executive of Wattway, told Le Monde. The company also operates 40 similar solar roads, smaller than the one in Normandy.
Other solar roads across the globe have faced a variety of challenges. In 2018, a week after a solar road opened in China, its solar panels
were stolen.

In the News
I-10 bridge project labeled ‘visionary’ in Mobile’s long-range plan – for now
Updated Jan 29, 2020
By John Sharp | jsharp@al.com
A transportation roadmap that takes Mobile County out to 2045 doesn’t include funding for the Interstate 10 Mobile River Bridge and
Bayway project expansion -- a much debated project many feel is critical to the economic future of coastal Alabama.
In fact, the project itself is merely listed as “visionary,” which means it’s a development that doesn’t include funding and is more of an
idea than a concrete proposal.
The I-10 project is likely to garner the most attention among projects listed within the Mobile Metropolitan Planning Organization
(MPO) 25-year plan that will be voted on next month. A public hearing, the only one that has been scheduled, will take place from 4-6
p.m. tonight at the GM&O Building in downtown Mobile.
“The I-10 Mobile River Bridge is not in the fiscally-constrained plan,” said Kevin Harrison, director of transportation planning with the
Mobile MPO. “It’s in what we call the ‘visionary’ element where funding is not tied to it. It basically doesn’t mean anything .”
He added, “The state of Alabama has to agree to fund it before we can put it into the fiscal long-range plan. We are not allowed to put
it in the plan. The only way that happens is it comes from the state. That often gets lost in translation.”
The 25-year long-range plan has to be revisited and approved by MPO’s every five years. This year, both the Mobile MPO and the MPO
representing the Eastern Shore in Baldwin County, have to both vote on their long-range documents that spells out the projects that
will receive state and federal funds through 2045.
Harrison said the document is important for projects like I-10: If a project is not listed in the long-range plan, it cannot be elevated to
the shorter-range “Transportation Improvement Plan” (TIP) that is required for a road project to receive federal funding.
The removal of the state’s $2.1 billion I-10 Mobile River Bridge and Bayway project from the Eastern Shore MPO’s TIP in August
prompted Gov. Kay Ivey to declare the entire project “dead.” Without the ability to secure federal funds, the state opted to move away
from a project that once was deemed the highest transportation priority in Alabama.
The project, according to state and local officials is still needed as traffic congestion continues to persist during summer months and
holidays. Mobile’s Wallace Tunnel, for instance, is often overwhelmed by traffic. Open ed in 1973, the tunnel has a design capacity to
handle 35,000 vehicles a day; at present, 75,000 vehicles are trying to get through on any given day.
But the way the state want to finance the new project drew opposition in Baldwin County, and the Eastern S hore MPO’s removal of
the project from its TIP was related to the toll plan and public-private partnership (P3) proposal that the Alabama Department of
Transportation pitched for financing.
The Eastern Shore MPO’s policy board – consisting of local mayors, council members and county commissioners in Baldwin County –
voted last week to endorse an expressway alternative that includes the construction of a new 7.5-mile, four-lane highway across the
Mobile Bay, as well as a new 210-foot-tall cable-stay bridge. According to MPO members, the new expressway would be considerably
cheaper – at around $1.2 billion – and would not require tolling the Wallace Tunnel. ALDOT’s plan included tolling the Wallace Tunnel
and the new bridge.
But the concept doesn’t include a detailed financing plan, and also leaves out whether the new expressway would be tolled.
ALDOT hasn’t weighed in on the alternative.
Eastern Shore MPO members were hopeful that their Mobile counterparts would support the expressway. So far, that support hasn ’t
come.
“I don’t think we can support something unless there is a funding scenario,” said Harrison. “The governor said the project is dead, and
ALDOT, I think, is waiting on coastal Alabama to present them with a project everyone agrees on and a funding scenario. What the
Eastern Shore presented was a project everyone agreed on but they didn’t present a project with funding.”

Said Harrison, “How much revenue would that toll generate (if one was assessed on the expressway)? What are the variables? Th ose
are the things, I think, that ALDOT needs to investigate. To be hopeful that there are no tolls, I don’t think, is realistic.”
Sarah Hart Sislak, coordinator with the Eastern Shore MPO, said her office has not heard back from the Mobile MPO regarding t he
expressway project. Both Sislak and Harrison said there were discussions about the two MPO’s hosting a joint meeting to discuss the
fate of the project, but nothing has been finalized.
The Eastern Shore MPO, like the Mobile MPO, will be hosting public meetings later this year on their lon g-range plan. The Eastern
Shore group, however, does not need to have their long-range plans approved until July.
Both plans are fluid documents, meaning that projects can be added or removed or designated as “visionary” at any time, Harri son
said.
In Mobile, the long-range document is located at 42 different locations, and will posted online, starting in March and leading up to a
March 25 vote. The plan also includes a proposal for a new countywide transit system, which will be introduced during tonight ’s
meeting.

Mobile MPO members advocate for Highway 45 widening
Posted by Dale Liesch | Jan 22, 2020
Two members of Mobile’s Metropolitan Planning Organization board advocated for more resources to be put toward the widening of U.S.
Highway 45.
While MPO members discussed an update to the area’s long-term plans, Mobile City Councilman Fred Richardson and Prichard City
Councilman Lorenzo Martin both argued the roadway connecting their two cities should be widened and resources used by the MPO should
be used to pay for it.
“Interstate 10 in Mobile exits onto only four-lane roads,” Richardson said. “Interstate 65 in Mobile exits onto four lanes at Government
(Boulevard), Airport (Boulevard), Dauphin (Street) and Springhill (Avenue). “When you get to Highway 45, you hit two lanes.”
While the MPO uses traffic counts to measure whether a roadway needs to be widened, Richardson argued that drivers simply avoid St.
Stephens Road in favor of a street with more capacity, meaning traffic counts on Highway 45 are moot.
“The reason there is no traffic is because drivers go the other ways,” he said. “We need new criteria to address issues in the inner city.”
In addition, Richardson complained that the infrastructure supporting the roadway was insufficient and needed to be upgraded.
“We’re not talking about a city street; we’re talking about a U.S. highway without sidewalks, curb and gutter,” he said. “I’m saying as we
plan for 2020, you’re going to hear from Fred Richardson.”
South Alabama Regional Planning Commission Transportation Director Kevin Harrison explained that the state ultimately controls the
spending when it comes to roadways like Highway 45 and funding for it has not been allocated.
Harrison added that the MPO already conducted a study on 45 and other projects, like the widening of Schillinger Road, showed more of
a need using traffic counts and other SARPC methods, he said, which are used all over the country.
“I don’t know what else we can do,” Harrison said.
Martin told his colleagues that at some point the organization would have to “step up.”
“We can’t sit at this table and be OK with a Schillinger Road expansion … and not look at Highway 45,” Martin said.
While no one on the MPO currently is responsible for the issue, Richardson said he believes racial discrimination could be at the root of
the issue.
“We have an opportunity to correct these errors in judgement,” he said. “People living in my district, in (Martin’s) district have as much
right to access the interstate as anybody else so they can get out.”

Mobile council pushes passenger rail vote to next week
Posted by Dale Liesch | Jan 28, 2020

The first train passengers into Mobile arrived at Government Plaza at about 10 a.m. on Tuesday, Jan. 28.
The group didn’t arrive by traditional rail, but instead traveled a conga line of sorts, twisting through the building’s atrium. They held signs
in support of Amtrak’s return to the Port City and called themselves a “human train.” Bill Boswell, who spoke for the group during the
regularly scheduled Mobile City Council meeting, pushed support from the body to approve a $3 million commitment to bring back daily
train service between New Orleans and Mobile.
“This is a no-brainer from my perspective,” Boswell said. “I understand there are financial issues and an imbalance of funding to taxpayers
… but this will have a positive economic impact for the city.”
The Southern Rail Commission (SRC), which is made up of governor-appointed representatives from Alabama, Mississippi and Louisiana
for the express purpose of re-establishing passenger rail service, has asked the City Council to approve a letter of intent that would pledge
a maximum of $3 million over three years to act as the match to a federal grant to fund operation of a twice-daily Amtrak route between
Mobile and New Orleans. This commitment would be contingent upon an upcoming study showing any adverse impact to freight rail or
the port was manageable, and funding for infrastructure was supplied by Mobile County or the state.
It’s the financial and economic questions surrounding this arrangement that have come up again and again, as both sides have debated
the merits of bringing service back.
Despite this, Mayor Sandy Stimpson’s office asked and was granted a one-week delay to answer two “political” questions. Acting Chief of
Staff Paul Wesch would specify what those questions were during a pre-conference meeting.
Putting a finer point on the financial concerns of those opposed to the service, Councilman Joel Daves argued the city would have to deeply
subsidize the service for it to be a benefit. Using Amtrak’s own “conservative” numbers, Daves estimated that for every dollar a passenger
spent on the service, city taxpayers would pitch in to the tune of $10.
“Many of my constituents are opposed to this because it makes no economic sense for the city,” he said. “The service will lose $7 million
per year.”
Council President Levon Manzie, who publicly said he supports the return of passenger rail service, said all modes of public transportation
are subsidized by taxpayers, whether it’s roads for vehicles, airports for commercial aircraft, buses or trains.
“The feedback I’ve received from the citizens I represent has been very positive,” Manzie said. “This is something citizens want.”
Councilman Fred Richardson said the $3 million it would take to subsidize passenger rail services pales in comparison to other projects the
city has helped fund. For example, he brought up the former ThyssenKrupp project in Calvert, which received $64 million in funding.
“It’s not even in the city of Mobile,” he said. “It’s down Highway 43. It’s nowhere near us.”
Richardson also argued the city subsidized then-candidate Donald Trump when he held an election rally at Ladd-Peebles Stadium. According
to reports at the time, the city spent about $60,000 on Trump’s trip, paying for transportation to and from the stadium, as well as security
and other expenses.
“We subsidize what we want to subsidize and we don’t say a word,” he said. “Nobody asked [the council] nothing.”
The pre-conference debate became more heated when Other councilors began to push back at Richardson’s suggestion those opposed to
the service favored paying for the rich and not the poor.
“If ‘Mr. Little’ can benefit from it, take the subsidy out …. ,” Richardson said. “That’s exactly what we’re saying.”
Councilwoman Bess Rich audibly said “no,” and shook her head. Councilman John Williams attempted to interrupt Richardson, saying he
kept talking for “30 minutes” while others had taken up a lot less time to make their points. Williams eventually left the room and returned
after the council’s 10:30 a.m. meeting had been called to order. Councilwoman Gina Gregory and Daves got even more animated.
“I have never impugned anyone and I object to my character being impugned,” Daves said.
Gregory said the state and county’s inaction when it comes to funding is what gives her heartburn on the issue. To that point, SRC member
Stephen McNair did confirm the states of Mississippi and Louisiana did fund the service with $18 million and $10 million, respectively. To

this point, McNair said Alabama Gov. Kay Ivey has not pledged any state funds, but conversations are continuing. As for the county, he
said, commissioners are awaiting the outcome of the city’s vote.
McNair said a one-week delay would still allow the group to make a grant application before the Feb. 5 deadline. Following the meeting,
he presented reporters with numbers that indicated an Amtrak prediction of 38,000 riders would be low.
During a 10-month period in 1996 and 1997, some 34,117 riders took a Gulf Coast Limited train. With the area’s increase in population,
McNair argued the numbers now would be much greater than that.

US mayors believe infrastructure should be focus of 2020 presidential campaign, survey finds
BY MELINA DRUGA | JANUARY 29, 2020 |
Mayors nationwide believe infrastructure is the most important issue presidential candidates should be addressing, according to Boston
University Initiative on Cities’ 2019 Menino Survey of Mayors.
The university surveyed 119 mayors from 38 states with cities of more than 75,000 residents. Mayors were asked open-ended questions.
A total of 45 percent said infrastructure was the issue they hoped was discussed during the election.
Mayors were asked what type of “large” infrastructure project they would prioritize if they were given an unrestricted grant, and 25 percent
said water, wastewater, and stormwater projects.
When asked about projects are related to transportation, nearly half of the mayors believe bicyclists, persons with disabilities, and
pedestrians are not safe in their cities, and almost 75 percent believe city roads should be more accessible to bicycles, even if that means
sacrificing driving lanes or parking.
The mayors also were concerned cars contribute to climate change, and two-thirds believe vehicles are the largest source of greenhouse
gas emissions. Still, mayors disagree along party lines about the role cities should play in reducing climate change.
Two-thirds of mayors believe it’s essential to improve their cities’ electric vehicle infrastructure, even if it means less parking for gasolinepowered vehicles.

Freight’s 2020 outlook: Cloudy with a chance of lousy, analyst says
Mark Solomon Tuesday, January 28, 2020

It will be a forgettable year for freight demand, though a bottoming process is likely to begin in the second half of 2020 that, if various factors
break right, could presage brighter days for 2021, a transportation analyst said Monday.
Benjamin J. Hartford, analyst for investment firm Baird, said freight volumes will suffer during the year’s first half and, at best, stabilize during
the second. A “less-bad” scenario may be the most realistic outlook for the July-to-December period, Hartford told the SMC3 annual winter
meeting in Atlanta.
The healing process will be gradual and painful, Hartford said. U.S. industrial activity, after what may have been a head fake-like firming in
December, appears to be softening again, he said. None of the usual “channel checks” — analyst lingo for discussions with supplier, shipper and
carrier executives–are leading Hartford to believe an upturn is imminent, he said.
“Stabilization is the name of the game” in 2020, he said, adding that “we will test the trough in growth” over the next few weeks.
At the same time, Hartford said he expects inventory de-stocking to moderate in the first half of the year, which may put a floor under the decline
and lay the groundwork for a potential upturn. U.S. businesses advanced their orders in late 2018 to get goods into the country before threatened
U.S. tariffs on Chinese imported goods were to take effect on Jan. 1, 2019. Many businesses spent 2019 working off bloated inventories rather
than placing new orders.
Hartford cautioned that risks accompany his projections of a second-half bottom materializing. An inverted yield curve, in which short-term
interest rates are priced higher than long-term rates, may rear its head again after appearing briefly in 2019 before the Federal Reserve cut
interest rates to drive down short-term yields. A yield-curve inversion indicates that bond market participants, who effectively control
intermediate to long-term interest rates, sense a recession-like downturn in the offing. Hartford noted that every yield-curve inversion in the
U.S. since 1960 has been followed by a recession. This year’s presidential election may inject the same type of business uncertainty as the 2016
election did.
The coronavirus, which began in Wuhan, China, but has spread to the U.S. and other countries, is another issue for economies and markets to
grapple with. The massive U.S. truckload market remains well-supplied, and truckload management’s public hand-wringing over a shortage of
qualified truck drivers has waned. This will dampen demand for intermodal services because railroads and intermodal marketing companies have
to compete with lower over-the-road rates. Less-than-truckload (LTL) carriers, meanwhile, will see less “overflow” business from truckload
because capacity won’t be tight, Hartford said.

A Big Infrastructure Deal Faces a New Hurdle
The tightening labor market could be a bigger obstacle than worries about budget deficits.

By Conor Sen January 27, 2020
Democrats and Republicans seem to disagree about almost everything with one exception: the need to repair and upgrade America's shaky
infrastructure.
Although it's difficult to envision big legislation passing in an election year, Democratic House Speaker Nancy Pelosi says she intends to try.
One thing working in favor of a large infrastructure bill is that both parties have grown increasingly comfortable with running huge budget
deficits. But that doesn't answer a pressing new issue: In the tightening and evolving U.S. jobs market, it might be hard to find enough
construction workers. In other words, if money was an obstacle before, now it might be a labor shortage.
Big numbers have been tossed around, with some proposals for as much as $2 trillion in infrastructure spending. President Donald Trump
has in the past proposed a $1 trillion plan. But that would include only $200 billion of public money, with the hope that it would catalyze
hundreds of billions of dollars in additional private spending. Democratic presidential candidates, such as Pete Buttigieg and Michael
Bloomberg, also have proposed spending $1 trillion on projects like roads, bridges and rural broadband expansion, though the money
would come from the federal government.
For the sake of the discussion, let's assume $1 trillion in direct spending by the federal government, or $100 billion a year for a decade.
How many construction workers would that entail?
There are a couple of ways to go about doing this. Looking at the total amount the U.S. spends on construction every year and dividing
that by the number of construction workers gets you to the amount of spending per construction worker. The U.S. spends a little more
than $1.3 trillion a year on construction and there are 7.5 million construction workers, for about $175,000 per worker. Dividing $100
billion in new annual infrastructure spending by that $175,000 implies that 570,000 construction workers would be needed.
Another way is to look at what percentage of construction spending is allocated for labor. Although it varies based on the type of project,
a rough estimate is that 30% of construction costs are for labor. That works out to about $30 billion in annual labor costs. Construction
workers average about $31 an hour in wages and work an average of a 39 hours a week, 52 weeks in a year. That math gets you to 477,000
construction workers. Using either method, the need for 500,000 additional workers seems reasonable.
Finding that many new construction workers in a year would be difficult. At the peak of the housing boom in early 2006, the U.S. added
500,000 construction jobs in the previous 12 months. Despite reports for years of a shortage of laborers, the industry has managed to grow
by about 200,000 jobs per year during the past several years. Part of that has meant stepped-up efforts to recruit and train new workers.
But a big part has also meant higher pay. Growth in the employment-cost index for construction workers, which strips out the influence of
employment shifts among occupations and industries, has climbed during the past decade. After a big increase in the third quarter of 2019,
compensation growth for construction workers was up 3.5% over the prior year, the highest growth rate since the Great Recession and
not far from the 4% growth rates achieved at the height of the housing boom. Continuing increases in compensation will likely draw even
more workers into the industry. The question is how fast compensation would have to rise to double or triple annual growth in the number
of construction workers at a time when the job market is tightening and the housing industry is competing for labor.

Transportation Research
INFORMATION: INFRA 2020 NOFO Posted - Informational Webinars
The Office of the Secretary of Transportation (OST) has announced the FY 2020 round of the Infrastructure for Rebuilding America (INFRA)
grant program. The Notice of Funding Opportunity (NOFO) has been posted on the Build America Bureau website and will be published
in the Federal Register later this week. Additional information on how to apply, frequently asked questions, and the Department’s Benefit
Cost Analysis Guidance for Discretionary Grant programs can be found on the following website at
https://www.transportation.gov/INFRA. The deadline for applications is February 25, 2020 at 11:59pm EST.
OST will be hosting two informational webinars for prospective grant applicants next week as follows:
-INFRA 2020 How to Apply Webinar: Tuesday, January 21, 2020, 3:00-4:30pm EST.
Registration link: https://connectdot.connectsolutions.com/ek9ib106z4pp/event/event_info.html
-INFRA 2020 Benefit Cost Analysis Webinar: Thursday, January 23, 2020, 3:00-4:30pm EST.
Registration link: https://connectdot.connectsolutions.com/eggk5crn9y4p/event/event_info.html
Here are some talking points you may find useful when talking to groups or prospective applicants:
FY 2020 INFRA Program

•

The Infrastructure for Rebuilding America (INFRA) program provides Federal financial assistance to highway and freight projects
of national or regional significance. The Department is soliciting applications for awards under the program’s fiscal year (FY)
2020 funding.

•

The Department estimates that $906 million will be available for award.

•

The Application Deadline is February 25, 2020. The Department expects to make selections in June 2020.

•

The FY 2020 INFRA competition focuses on the same four themes advanced in earlier INFRA rounds:
o

Supporting Economic Vitality at the national and regional level;

o

Leveraging Federal Funding to attract non-federal sources of infrastructure investment;

o

Deploying innovative technology, encouraging innovative approaches to project delivery, and incentivizing the use of
innovative financing;

o

Holding grant recipients accountable for their performance.

•

New this year: The Department added, as a factor in the economic vitality evaluation, whether the project primarily serves
freight and goods movement.

•

Also New: Consistent with the ROUTES Initiative, the Department will consider how projects address transportation challenges
in rural areas.

•

Across its history, this program has awarded $3.2 billion in grant funding in support of $16.2 billion in transportation
infrastructure investment.

•

Additional information about the FY 2020 INFRA grant program can be found at
https://www.transportation.gov/buildamerica/infragrants

Please contact Caitlin Hughes if you have any questions.
Caitlin Hughes
Director, Office of Freight Management and Operations
Federal Highway Administration
United States Department of Transportation
HOFM-1, Room E84-310
1200 New Jersey Ave., SE
Washington DC, 20590
Office: 202-493-0457
Cell: 202-815-8759
Email: Caitlin.Hughes@dot.gov

Sustainable Highway Construction Guidebook
Sustainability is often an element that informs decisions made during the planning, programming, and design phases of highway
construction projects. However, the construction phase of a highway project is also an opportunity to advance sustainability.
The TRB National Cooperative Highway Research Program's NCHRP Research Report 916: Sustainable Highway Construction
Guidebook provides clear and practical information on what constitutes sustainability in the context of highway construction and how to
evaluate any proposed construction practice for its sustainability potential.
The guidebook supports implementation by describing ways to explicitly advance sustainability in procurement and contracting and how
to develop a sustainability management plan for the construction phase.
An overview of NCHRP Research Report 916 is provided in this PowerPoint presentation. A separate publication, NCHRP Web-Only
Document 262: Sustainable Highway Construction, describes the research process and outcomes used to develop NCHRP Research Report
916.
A summary of NCHRP Web-Only Document 262 is provided in this PowerPoint presentation.
Project: Project Information
DOI: 10.17226/25698
Project Number: 10-91A

E-Newsletter Type: Recently Released TRB Publications
TRB Publication Type: NCHRP Report

2020 Alabama Recreational Trails Conference

Gulf State Park Lodge, Gulf Shores, AL
Conference: Feb. 6-7 - $195 Registration
Outdoor Mobile Workshops: Feb. 5 - $50 Registration
Registration Extended to: Monday, Jan. 27, 2020
A fun and informative gathering for those who plan, develop
and manage recreational trails in Alabama.
Wednesday, Feb. 5 - Outdoor Mobile Workshops (10 a.m.-3 p.m.)

Gulf State Park Trails Bicycle Tour
Bicycle along several miles of GSP’s 28 miles of new and highly innovative multi-use trails and learn how they were planned and developed
under the Gulf State Park Enhancement Project to enhance visitor experience to this remarkable coastal state park. Bicycles provided by Orange
Beach.
Cycling
experience
is
required. You
are
required
to
bring
your
own
helmet
to
participate.
Limited to 15 participants. $50 Registration

Orange Beach Canoe Trail Tour
Kayaking tour of several sections of the 15 mile-long Orange Beach Canoe Trail, exploring the coves, bayous, and islands around the Orange
Beach Peninsula. Learn about the trail’s creation and the infrastructure (12 launch sites) and public information system that make it a popular
destination for paddlers. Kayaks, paddles, and personal flotation devices provided. Wear wet-weather gear to keep you dry and shoes that
can get wet.
Limited to 12 participants. $50 Registration

Explore the Hugh Branyon Backcountry Trail & Bon Secour NWR by Bike and by Foot
Bicycle 7 miles through Gulf State Park and out the Fort Morgan Peninsula to the Bon Secour National Wildlife Refuge along the wonderful
multi-use paths of the Hugh Branyon Backcountry Trail, and then explore the nature paths through the Refuge by foot. You’ll experience
beautiful protected natural areas of Alabama’s Gulf Coast and view the unique plants, birds, and other animals that call this region home while
learning how public agencies created and manage these trails. Bicycles provided by Orange Beach. Cycling experience required. You are
required to bring your own helmet to participate.
Limited to 12 participants. $50 Registration

Thursday, Feb. 6, and Friday, Feb. 7 - Trails Conference - $195 Registration Fee
Check in begins 7:30 AM on Thursday, Feb. 6, conference concludes on Friday, Feb. 7 at 11:30 PM
This conference is intended for recreational trail operators and user groups and will highlight case studies demonstrating
best practices in recreational trail project planning, management, construction, and maintenance.

Alabama Transportation Assistance Program * 202 Ramsay Hall Auburn AL 36849 * (800) 446-0382

FEDERAL TRUST FUNDS AND OTHER DEDICATED FUNDS:
Fiscal Sustainability Is a Growing Concern for Some Key Funds
GAO-20-156: Published: Jan 16, 2020. Publicly Released: Jan 23, 2020.
Every major federal department has at least 2 trust funds or dedicated funds that pay for key programs. The money comes from related
taxes, fees, and premiums—e.g., U.S. postage stamp revenue goes to the Postal Service Fund.
The overall federal trust fund balance is expected to start declining in 2022 as balances in the Medicare and Social Security trust funds
drop. The government is projected to borrow the difference—which isn’t sustainable.
Of our 13 case study funds, 11 received general revenue in addition to dedicated revenue. For example, the 2015 Highway Trust Fund
reauthorization provided $70 billion in general revenue to the fund. To continue reading click HERE.

The Department of Transportation has identified transportation assets that fall within Opportunity Zones
with the goal of driving investment of all types to these important areas.
Despite the growing national economy, economically distressed communities are located in every corner of the United States and
its territories. These communities have high levels of poverty, failing schools, job scarcity, and a lack of investment. A new tax
incentive—Opportunity Zones—was created to spur economic development and job creation by encouraging long-term investment
in low-income communities nationwide.
Read about our partner’s roles in Opportunity Zones:
•
•
•

Housing and Urban Development: Implementation Plan for The White House Opportunity and Revitalization Council
The IRS: Tax reform creates opportunity zone tax incentive
Treasury Department Community Development Financial Institutions Fund

The Opportunity Zone designation encourages investment in communities by granting investors extensive Federal tax advantages
for using their capital gains to finance new projects and enterprises. There are more than 8,700 designated Qualified Opportunity
Zones located in all 50 States, the District of Columbia, and five United States territories. Of the Qualified Opportunity Zones 40
percent are in rural census tracts, 38 percent are in urban tracts, and 22 percent are in suburban tracts.
South Alabama Opportunity Zones

https://www.transportation.gov/sites/dot.gov/files/docs/subdoc/906/build-fact-sheet2019.pdf

Transportation Dictionary
The USDOT released a searchable online dictionary that includes over 9,000 transportation terms and acronyms. The terms were
collected from a variety of public and private transportation publications and databases. This dictionary presents over 9,000 terms and
acronyms related to transportation. The terms and acronyms were obtained from various transportation publications and databases
which exist within the federal government, private organizations, Canada and Mexico.

Search Tips
·

Sources are listed in parenthesis after the definition.

·

None of the searches are case sensitive. Searching for PEDESTRIAN will produce the same results as searching for
pedestrian.

·
The Dictionary searches for the word, phrase or acronym as it is entered and returns all records that match or contain that word,
phrase or acronym. For example, searching for pedestrian will return records for pedestrian and pedestrian walkway.
Click HERE for the search engine.

